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Homology of SL2(Z[io])

Roger Alperin

In this article we shall descnbe a simphcial complex which îs a natural
structure for the action of GL2(R), the group of 2x2 invertible matrices over the

ring R With strong conditions on R this complex îs contractible, ît is then

possible to give a présentation of GL2(R) and to compute the homology of
GL2(R) in terms of stabihzer subgroups of the simphces in a fundamental domain
for the action We shall work in détail with the ring Z[o>], oj2 to — 1, similar
methods apply to the rings Z[0], 02=0 + l, and Z[À], À3 À + 1 but the détails
are quite elaborate and will be left for a later time Initial motivation came from
Quillen's construction of the tree for SL2(Z) (compare Serre [3])

§1

Let R be a ring Consider the set ££ of free direct summands of JR2 Eléments
of X are called hnes

DEFINITION LuL2eS£ are independent if

Let °U(R) be the simphcial complex whose vertices are the éléments of 5£ and
whose q-simphces are determined by a set {Lo, Lq}, LtG^£ where Lt, L} are

independent for 0 ^ i ^ j ^ q
Let R(a,b) be a vertex of %(jR) and suppose R(cyd) is independent of

R(o, b)

LEMMA 1 Any Une in R2 independent of R(a, b) is of the form

for some reR

Proof Suppose L JR(c', dr) is independent of R(a,b) Put A (a 11,

364
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Uf \ ; A, B are in GL2(R). Let A"1 \ Then
\c d / \y ol

for seR, feK* (units of JR). Thus c' sa + tc, d' sb + td; hence K(c', d')
R(ra + c, rb + d) with r= r*s.

LEMMA 2. 77ie /mes Lt R(rxa + c, rxb + d) L2 R(r2a + c, r2b + d) are inde-
pendent iff rl-r2eR*.

Proof. Let C=(a b\
; then

\c a/

\r2a + c r2b +

Hence Lu L2 are independent iff rl-r2eR*.

Consider the link of a vertex R(a, b) in °lt(R), Link R(a, b); this is the full
subcomplex of °U(R) containing ail lines which are independent of K(a, b). Let£%
be the simplicial complex whose vertices are given by the éléments of R and in
which a q-simplex is given by a set {r0,..., rq}, rteR with r.-^eK* for
0 < i 7^ 7 < q. The next lemma follows easily from the previous discussion.

LEMMA 3. Link R(a, b) <3l.

Put MR =sup{m | 3rl5. rmeR aVi, j, l<i</<m, r1~r] e jR*}.

LEMMA 4. (Lenstra [2]) MR is finite if R has an idéal ^ K) of finite index.

COROLLARY. °U(R) is finite dimensional if R is the ring of integers in a
number field and dim °U(R) MR.

Proof. The ring of integers in a number field has an idéal of finite index, for
example (2). It follows easily that the dimension of a simplex in °U(R) is

When R is the ring of integers in an algebraic field, and R has a unit of infinité
order then according to a resuit of Vaserstein [2], SL2(R) is generated by
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elementary matrices. If R is a Euclidean ring then SL2(R) is generated by
elementary matrices. It follows then in case R is Euclidean or R has a unit of
infinité order that ^(R) is connected. The cases excluded by this are the
non-Euclidean rings of integers in imaginary quadratic number fields.

§2

We suppose now that i? is a Euclidean ring with respect to the function
| | : R —» N. Suppose also that | | is multiplicative and thus gives rise to a function
on the quotients field of jR, K. Define

| |:«S?-->N via

\R(a, b)\ - \b\. This is independent of the particular représentation of the line since
units hâve value one under the Euclidean function. Let °U(n, R) be the full
subcomplex of %(R) containing ail vertices L of 5£ with |L|<rc.

Consider now the link of a vertex R(a, b), \R(a, b)\ n, in °lt(n, R), denoted
Linkn R(a, b). This link is the full subcomplex of %(n, R) containing lines L
independent of R(a,b) with |L|<n. Let R(c, d) be independent of R(a, b). It
follows from Lemma 1 that this link contains only vertices K(ra + c, rb + d) with
|rb + d|<n. Using the Euclidean algorithm we write d qb + d0 with |do|<|6| n\
let co c-qa. Thus the link contains only those lines R(co + ra, do+rb) with
\do+rb\<n.

Now if x e K, put Rx {r e R\ \x - r\ < 1}. Let Skx be the simplicial complex in
which a ^-simplex is determined by a set {r0,..., rq}, r,€Rx, rl-r]eR*, 0<
i^j<q; this is the full subcomplex of 01 containing the vertices JRX.

LEMMA 5. Linkn R(a, b) - 0lx, x do/b.

Proof. The vertices in Linkn R(a,b) are R(co + ra, dQ + rb), \d0 + rb\<\b\ or
equivalently |do/b + r|<l. Thus there is a 1-1 correspondence between the

simplices of the link and the simplices of $flx, x do/b. The incidence relation on
£%x is designed so as to agrée with that for the link.

We make the observations below which will be of use later.

LEMMA 6. 0lx &x+a xeK, aeR.

LEMMA 7. mx^muxxeK, m g JR*.
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There are two types of éléments of K which we need to distmguish If x e K
and Rx {r\ \x~ r\< 1} then x will be called of type I, otherwise x îs of type II

§3

In this section we analyze the structure of the complexes 01 and 0lx for the

ring R Z[a>], oj2 o>-1 The simphces of 01 are given by sets {r0, rq}, we
shall at times dénote this by r + u{sQ, sq}, reK, ue R*, rt r + uso 0 < i ^ q

LEMMA 8 (a) Every 1-simplex of 01 is uniquely of the form r + fc>'{0, 1},

0<i<3
(b) Every 2-simplex of 01 is uniquely of the form r-f o>'{0, 1, co}, 0<i<2
Proof Given a 1-simplex, {r0, r{}, we may wnte this as ro-\-(r1- ro){0, 1},

r, - roe R* Notice that {0, -1}= -l + {0, 1} and this provides the required form
For a 2-simplex we may suppose that ît has the form r + w{0, 1,17} with 17,

17 - 1 g R* Then ît follows easily that tj <o or 17 cos Notice that {0, 1, co5}

(o '{0, 1, co} Thus every 2-simplex has the form r+ w{0, 1, w}, in order to get the

proper restriction on u notice the relations

-{0, 1, to}- -co + o>{0, 1, oj} <o2{0, 1, co} -l+{0, 1, co}

For the uniqueness part suppose that r -h wo- s + va where a is {0,1} in part
(a) or o- {0, 1, eu} in part (b) and m, 1; are restneted suitably We obtain then a

relation cr i; l(r-s) + t; lu a Thus we may suppose that there is a relation
cr p + rcr and show that t 1 and p 0 This is quite simple in case (a) In case

(b) we observe that p must be one of 0, 1, o> If p 1 then either r -1 or t co2,

both of thèse are excluded by the form If p o> then either œ + t 0 or
0, one checks that this is impossible

COROLLARY If R Z[œ] then 01 is contractible

Proof View .R embedded m C as a lattice, then the simphces r + co{0,1, co},

r + {0, 1, o>} provide C with a simphcial structure tessellated by thèse two types of

simphces

Now for the structure of 0lx we may using Lemma 6 assume that 0 e Rx, our

only concern is with xeK-R View R embedded in C and hence also K The

norm N K—>Q, which is the square of the usual absolute value on C, provides
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the multiplicative Euclidean function on jR. Using Lemma 7 we may assume that x
belongs to the région below.

If xeK-R belongs to this région and is not on one of three solid arcs then it
is of type I. Following the labeling of the three régions we describe Rx. For région
A which includes the two solid arcs we hâve Rx {0, 1, co, <o2}; for région B which
includes the third solid arc Rx {0, 1, co, l + a>}; for région C, Rx {0, 1, a)}. The
complexes 3lx hâve the following structure:

1 1+co

Notice that for xeK-R of type II, Rx is a union of two 2-simplices.

§4

THEOREM. %(Z[cd]) is conîractible.

Proof. We filter %(Z[a>]) by the subcomplexes %(n, Z[co]) according the
norm. Let l£n={Le SE\ \L\ n}. We shall establish that %(n, Z[<o]) is contractible
to Z[co](l, 0) by induction on n. Notice first that %(0) Z[o>](l, 0) and that °U(1)
has Z[û>](1,0) as a cône point; suppose inductively then that %(n- 1, Z[co]) is

contractible for n>\. We hâve

%(n-l,Z[a>]s%(n,Z[û>])- U st (L).

where st(L) is the open star of L in %(n, Z[co]). Thus °tt(n, Z[co]) is obtained
from °U(n-l) by attaching the Cône (Linkn L), Le£6n to %(m-1) along the
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Linkn L. Now the Linkn L corresponds to one of the complexes 0lx, xeK-R,
which if x is of type I has ail of its vertices in °U{n -1); however if x is of type II
there is a unique vertex V in Linkn L which belongs to £n. We diagram this by
the picture:

type II

L- type I

We hâve notices hère that if L if of type II then for the vertex L'in Linkn L there
must be exactly two 1-simplices meeting at L' in the link. Now to complète the

picture we examine Linkn L'; the link of V contains a, /3, L and another vertex

ôe^(n-l), ô^y, arranged as in the diagram. Now to contract ^(n) we first
contract L to L' along the edge joining them for every pair L, V e !£n which are in
each other's links. We obtain then a complex with the same homotopy type as

<U(n), Y(n). Now

.type II

typel

-l) U Cône (Linkn (L))

where X'n is the subset of Xn containing ail type I vertices and one from each pair

of type II vertices as above. The Linkn (L) is unchanged for type I and for the

type II the link has the same homotopy type. Now °U(n -1) is contractible so we
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obtain

ou(n) Y{n)= V Susp (Cône (Linkn (L)).
Le££'n

Hence, since each link is contractible we hâve that °lL(n) is contractible. It follows
then that °U is contractible.

We dénote by ^'(Z[co]) the first barycentric subdivision of °U(Z[o)]).

COROLLARY. %(Z[a>] <te'(Z[co])- ULe^st(L)

Proof. According to the corollary of Lemma 8, the simplicial complex 01 is

contractible. We hâve £%=Link(L) for any Lg£ Notice:

% <T~ (<%'- |J st(L) U U Cône (Link (L))

Now the Link (L) above is computed in °U' but its homotopy type is unchanged,
Le., it's contractible. Thus

% %'- U st(L)

is contractible.

The complex %'-ULe#st(L) may be described as follows: Consider the
partially ordered set (by inclusion) of subsets of X of the type

{Lo, Lq}, q^l
for which Ln L} are independent for 0^i^/<q; then °IL'- LJjLe^st (^) nas tne
homotopy type of the realization of this poset, say <3/(Z[co])).

§5

LEMMA 9. For the complex °U(R), JR Z[o>],
(a) every vertex is GL2(R) équivalent to {£(1,0)};
(b) every 1-simplex is GL2(R) équivalent to {«(1,0), i?(0, 1)};
(c) every 2-simplex is GL2(R) équivalent to {R(l, 0), R(0, 1), R(l, 1)};
(d) every 3-simplex is GL2(R) équivalent to {£(1,0), K(0,1), K(l, 1),
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Proof. The first two parts of the lemma are easy. For part (c), any 2-simplex is

équivalent via GL2 to a simplex which must hâve the form {K(0, 1), JR(1, 0),

R(\,a)}, aeR*. Multiplication by the matrix J converts this 2-simplex

to the required form. For 3-simplices we may by the action of GL2 bring this to
the simplex

{R(0, 1), R(l, 0), R(l, 1), K(l, a)}.

with a,a-leR*. According to the proof of lemma 8, a co or cus. If a — co^

(0 1\
then multiplication by the matrix I I on this simplex converts it to the

required form.

COROLLARY. The fundamental domain for the action of GL2(Z[a)]) on
]) is a single 2-simplex.

Proof. Recall the description of ty(Z[ù)]) at the end of the previous section.

Using the previous lemma now, the fundamental domain for GL2 on ^(Zfco]) has

vertices A {(0, 1), (1, 0)}, B {(0, 1), (1, 0), (1, 1)} and C - {(1, 0), (0, 1),

(1, 1), (1, co)}. (We hâve given only the generators for the lines in A, B, C.)

COROLLARY. The fundamental domain for the action of SL2(Z[co]) on

]) is the 2-complex

Proof. Given a vertex {JR(a, b), R(c, d)} we may multiplying a, b, c, d, by

u (ad - bc)~l assume that the matrix is in SL2(Z[co]). Hence this vertex
\b dJ

is SL2 équivalent to A={(0, 1), (1,0)}. For any vertex containing exactly three
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lines there is an SL2 équivalent having the form {((), 1), (1,0), (1, a)}, a g Z[<o]*.
/0 -1\ /0 (o\ (~ù) 0\Multiplication by I I

2 or converts (1,-1), (1, o>) or
M U/ \co U/ \ U co /

(1, a)2) to (1,1) and préserves A. Thus any vertex containing three lines is SL2

équivalent to B {(0, 1), (1, 0), (1, 1)}. Finally any vertex containing four indepen-
dent lines is SL2 équivalent to {(0, 1), (1, 0), (1, 1), (1, a)}, a, a-leZ[w]*. Hence

a ù) or —a)2', thèse two vertices CX,C2 corresponding to a co and a — — œ2

respectively are easily seen to be inequivalent.

§6

Let R Z[o>]; the vertices in the fundamental domain for ty(R)/SL2(R) are

l),
JR(1,1), R(l,o>)}and C2 {R(l,0), R(0, 1), R(h 1), l?(l,-o)2)}. Put r^S^R);
dénote by F^ the stabilizer of the vertex v. Each vertex is determined by a

collection of pairwise independent lines 5£(v). Consequently we hâve

homomorphisms

(Xs dénotes the symmetric group on the set S) with kernel denoted Kv.

In case v A then FA contains 2
1 cr and r ] which indu

the transposition of the éléments of A. Consequently there is an exact séquence

It is easy to see then that FA is the dicyclic group of order 12:

rA=<C7,T|T2 O-3 (crT)2)

In case v B then an analysis yields the fact that FB contains the matrices

/-l 0\ / 0 1\
s I together with t I I which induces a 3-cycle on the lines in

B. We hâve an exact séquence

o-»z2-»rB-»z3-»o

so that FB is a cyclic group gênerated by t of order 6.
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In the last case where v Q or C2 then it is easy to see that Kc is cyclic of

order 2 generated by It is not difficult to see that the image of Fc in

2ç£(Cl) contains no transpositions; however there are 3 cycles and double transpositions.

In FCl a 3 cycle is afforded by t j and a double transposition by

r 2 a • ^e find that FCl is the binary tetrahedral group:\ù) 0/

The group rCl is arCla \ a I

\(x) 0/
From this information it is then easy to describe the stabilizers of the edges

and 2-simplices in the fundamental domain for SL2(R). We summarize this data:

(Fxy rnry, etc.) rAB =(t3) is cyclic of order 2, rACl (r) is cyclic of order 4,

rBCi (t) is cyclic of order 6, rAC2 (ara'~1) (rcr4) is cyclic of order 4, FBC2

(ara^^^ir1) is cyclic of order 6, rABCl rABC2 (t3) is cyclic of order 2.

Observe that ara1 ta4, and ara~l t~l.
We hâve the fundamental domain as below.

A< >B

so that x(SL2(R)) Mi + j4 +à-l-l-l-l-h + ï + J 0- Since rClCl TB we

may regard the fundamental domain as a single 2 simplex

Using the présentation of FA, FCl, FC2 we may obtain a présentation for
SL2(Soule [5]) viz.,

SL2 (a, r,t\r2 a3 (or)2 t3 (rW)3 (rx)3 (tr^a)3).
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§7

If X is an acyclic space on which a group F acts there is a spectral séquence

where Cp are p-chains on X (Serre [4]). If F acts with fondamental domain X
then

where p, are the p-simplices in X and Fp is the stabilizer of pt in F Thus

Now in the case X= <3/(Z[<o]) with fondamental domain as above, FA, FCi, FC2

are ail subgroups of the three sphère S3 and hence hâve periodic homology of
period 4.

PROPOSITION. If G is a finite subgroup of S3 then H4l+k(G) Hk(G)
k l,2,3 /^0; H4l(G) 0 J=>1; H3(G) Z]G], H2(G) 0.

Proof. The action of G on S3 implies that the homology of G is periodic of
period 4. The détermination of H3(G) is well known (See Cartan-Eilenberg [1]).
If G is a cyclic or dicyclic then H2(G) 0[l]. Otherwise G is one of the binary
polyhedral groups. In this case S3/G is an orientable 3-manifold; using Poincare

duality H2(G) torsion Ho(G) 0.

PROPOSITION. If G is a cyclic group of order n then

Z, Hk(G) Zn, Hk+1(G) 0, kodd.

COROLLARY. The homology of SL2(Z[a>]) in dimensions greater than zéro is

annihilated by 24.

Recall from §6 that FA (a, t | t2 a3 (crr)2),

FCl <r, r\t3 r2 (r1r)3) and rC2 arCla~\
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LEMMA. FA/rA is cychc of order 4 generated by the image of r, say f and

2f â. rcjrCl is cychc of order 3 generated by the image of t and 2t t'lrt

The table below indicates the effects on the first homology of the indicated

maps
Inclusion Map Ist Homology Map

FF 7 0 ^

We analyze the spectral séquence in the steps below

(1) El2p-^>E\p This map corresponds to Hp(Z2)->Hp(Z4)®Hp(Z4)®Hp(Z6)
from the stabihzer of the 2 simplex to the stabihzers of the edges. This is

mjective, hence Elp=0.
(2) Since ail the edges hâve cychc stabihzers E\p-^->Eop is zéro for p even.

Thus £ip 0 for p even.
(3) If p= 1 (4) then E\ p-^->ElOp corresponds to the map

or

Zfr © Z4© Z4 —> ^^ ffi 23 © Z4

(a,b,c)-+(a,2a,b-c)

so that the kernel is of order 8 generated by (3, 0, 0) and (0, 1, 1). The image
of di'.Elp-^Elp is generated by (3,2,2) so that E?p= Z2©Z4/(1, 2) Z4

generated by (0, 1,1).
(4) If p 3 (4) then E\p dx >Elp corresponds to the map

Z4© Z6 ffi Z4 > Z24 © Z24 © Z12

(a, 6, c) >(4b H-6c, -6a-4b, 3a + 3c).
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If (a,b,c) is in the kernel then 4|a + c, 12|2fc + 3c, 12 | 3a+ 26. One finds
then that the kernel is generated by (2, 3, 2) which is precisely the image of
E\p-^E\p. Hence E2lp=0 for p 3 (4).

(5) E2f4k <> k>l.
(6) If p 1 (4) then Ejp—^H^p is the same as m the map in step 3

The kernel is of order 8 so that the image is of order 12, hence Eop
cokernel of dx Z3.

(7) If p 3 (4) then JEq,p is the cokernel of

El à\ ^ rrl
1 p ^^C^p

which from step 4 is the cokernel of

(a, 6, c->(4b + 6c, -6a -4b, 3a + 3c)

If x, y, z generate Z24, Z24, Z12 respectively then the cokernel has relations

-6y + 3z, 4x-4y, 6jc-3z or equivalently 6x + 3z and 10x + 2y. Conse-

quently, E^p=Z24eZ2©Z3 for p 3 (4).
(8) If p 2 (4) then E\tP >E^p is zéro. It follows now that E2 E°° and the

next resuit is then immédiate.

THEOREM. For r SL2(Z[a>]),

Hn(r)-<

Z
z3

z4

Z24(BZ6

,0
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